TRUNK ORGANIZER KIT
P/N 2880298
APPLICATION
ALL INDIAN TOURING MOTORCYCLES WITH HARD TRUNK

BEFORE YOU BEGIN
Read these instructions and check to be sure all parts and tools are accounted for in package.
Please retain these installation instructions for future reference and parts ordering information.
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KIT CONTENTS
Ref

Qty

Part Description

Part Number

1

1
1

Trunk Organizer
Instructions

2686189
9925246

APPROXIMATE ASSEMBLY TIME
5 min

IMPORTANT
Your Polaris TRUNK ORGANIZER KIT is exclusively designed for your vehicle. Please read the
installation instructions thoroughly before beginning. Installation is easier if the vehicle is clean
and free of debris. For your safety, and to ensure a satisfactory installation, perform all installation
steps correctly in the sequence shown.
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
NOTE: “Indian” script logo (A) will be
correctly oriented for reading from the
rear of the vehicle once assembled.

A

1. Remove organizer from packaging.

C

2. Stand behind vehicle with the trunk
lid open.
3. Hold the organizer by outside top
edges, with the pockets (B) and logo
facing towards the front of the bike
(away from you).
4. Place U shaped opening (C) over the
bump in the center of the carpet on
the back wall of the trunk (closest to
you), and lower it until it is resting on
the carpet hump.

A

B

5. Then evenly smooth the top portion
over the carpet.
6. Finally, stretch the sides of the
organizer (1) to the side walls of the
trunk and push the hook portion onto
the carpet, leaving enough room for
flashlight or tire pressure stick gauges
to fit between carpet and organizer in
the provided loops.
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CAUTION: Organizer (1) attaches directly to the carpet liner in the trunk by hook tape. This can damage
carpet with repeated installation and removal, so it is best to carefully place it where desired and leave it
there.
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